
Competitor Q & A

1. What specific tire will Pirelli be providing for the series, sizes is my 
primary question?

Front Slick Tire 250/540-1 3TL11v01 SLICKDM
Rear Slick Tire 250/575-1 3TL11v01 SLICKDM
Front Rain Tire 200/540-13TL11v01 RAINWS
Rear Rain Tire 250/575-1 3OFTL1 0v01 RAIN WS

2. Is there a comment on how much use we will be able to get out of a 
set of tires?

We will not have accurate information until actual track test 
data comes in.  This will be variable from track to track 
depending on the nature of each individual race tracks surface.

3. It has been stated that we will get 6 tires per weekend.
FIA has recently changed the tire usage regulations to allow 6 
tires per 2 race event and 8 tire per 3 race event.  All of our 2016 
events will be 3 race events.  

4.  Will we pick up the tires at the track at the beginning of the event?
Yes, tires will be available from Pirelli at each event.  Ordering 
procedures will be announced by the time registration opens.

5.  Will the tires be marked?
Yes.

6.  Can they be mounted and balanced for us by Pirelli, or should we 
plan to bring our own mounting equipment?

Pirelli will provide mounting and balancing services at each 
event.  There will be an additional cost for that service, 
probably around $15-$20/tire 

7.  What about rain tires? Does that count for those 6 or will they be 
outside that number?

The tire quantity requirement for rains tires is the same as for 
slick tires.  6 per 2 race event and 8 per 3 race event. 

8.  Can the last weekend’s tires be saved and accumulated and be 
brought along for the next event?

Tires from the previous race weekend may be used for practice at 
the following event.  This will be stipulated in the Sporting 
Regulations.



9.  Will the wheels be spec?
Yes.  Everyone must run wheels as supplied with the car.  They will 
be manufactured by Jongbloed.

10. Honda engines - are they ready for delivery? 
Yes, Honda has the engines in stock.  They will be available for 
delivery as soon as the FIA homologation process is complete.  We 
estimate this to be completed by mid-March.

11.  Will the chassis and engine be delivered assembled to the purchaser?
Yes, the cars will be delivered as fully assembled cars with a set 

of rain tires, ready to run.

12.  Will the actual Pirelli tires that we are using for the series be 
available for testing as soon as the car/engine is available?

Tires are in stock and available from Pirelli at any time.

13.  Final SCCA Formula 4 Rule Book availability?
The rulebook will be published immediately after FIA approval,
which we estimate will be done by mid-March

14.  Is there a spec series fuel and oil?
Not at the moment.  We are discussing with various companies in an 
effort to get trackside service, reasonably priced but no decision 
has been made at this time.

15.  Originally we heard that there would be as many as eight (8) test 
dates before the first race. Is there an update on test dates, location 
and cost?

It was always planned to have up to 2 series/manufacturer test 
days prior to the start of the season.  Unfortunately the date 
and location will need to be decided finally when the car 
deliveries are known.  It is important that all teams running the 
Championship be able to run these test days.

16.  Cost of entry fees, and any other associated fees related to 
competing in the F4 series?

These will be listed on a separate bulletin. 



17.  Is there weekend prize monies, either for each individual race, or 
monies for overall weekend results? Is there a year end prize fund?

Yes, these will be listed on a separate bulletin.

18.  Is there a particular license the young drivers need to apply for 
from SCCA to compete in Formula 4?

Young drivers will need to fill out a license application, minor 
waiver, membership application and submit a resume to apply for 
their SCCA Pro Racing provisional license.  Please contact 
CherriLea Roduner at croduner@sccapro .com.

19.  Track minimum age limits vs FIA age limits.  
FIA currently has a minimum age requirement of 15 although 14 year 
olds, SCCA Pro Racing may approve a driver subject to experience, 
birth date and track compliance with minimum age limits.  Please 
contract SCCA Pro Racing for more information with your details.

20.  Training of new kids coming up from Karting.
FIA requires and SCCA Pro Racing to provide a training program to 
help young drivers progress from Karts to Formula 4.  This 
guidance covers both on track and off track behavior.


